Autonomous versus dendritic cell-dependent contributions of medullary thymic epithelial cells to central tolerance.
Promiscuous expression of 'peripheral' tissue-restricted antigens (TRAs) by medullary thymic epithelial cells (mTECs) is essential for central tolerance. Remarkably, the expression of individual TRAs varies among mTECs and is confined to a perplexingly small number of cells. To reconcile this with the ensuing robust state of tolerance, one might envisage that mTECs serve primarily as an antigen reservoir, whereas tolerogenic recognition of TRAs would ultimately require antigen uptake and presentation by dendritic cells (DCs). Here, we survey the evidence for this 'antigen-spreading' scenario and relate it to findings that document autonomous antigen-presentation by mTECs. We suggest that DC-dependent and autonomous tolerogenic functions of mTECs operate in parallel, and the underlying mechanisms remain to be established.